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Seemingly insurmountable

problems are often the genesis of

innovative solutions. This was the

case in the late 1960’s when the

Convair Aerospace Division of

General Dynamics Corporation

developed magnetic rubber as an

inspection material.

Extending Capabilities

Magnetic rubber solved the need

for a magnetic particle test method

that could be used to inspect

ferromagnetic materials in

problematic areas of  aircraft; areas

such as small holes, complex parts

with both coated and uncoated

surfaces and mechanically or

visually inaccessible areas like those

found in structural and landing

gear components. Made of  high

strength steel (D6ac), a magnetic

particle technique was considered

optimum for inspecting these

components. However, their

limited visual and mechanical

access made traditional magnetic

particle techniques difficult. By

providing access, magnetic rubber

extends the capabilities of

traditional magnetic particle

techniques.

Advantages

The replica formed when using

magnetic rubber inspection

material provides several desirable

advantages. Not only does it allow

the inspector to examine the

inspection area either on-site or

remotely under optimum

conditions of  lighting and low

power magnification, it also

provides a permanent record of

the inspection surface and any

discontinuities that it might

contain. This record can be

retained intact for as long as

needed. In addition, the ability to

adjust cure times, and thus particle

migration, means the inspector can

tailor the magnetic rubber

inspection to available magnetic

field strength. For example, when

accessibility is limited, it is

sometimes necessary to remove

magnetizing equipment prior to

application of  the magnetic rubber

inspection solution. Consequently

the magnetic rubber formula can

be modified to perform with

residual magnetism or permanent

magnets.

Limited Visual or Mechanical

Access

In the early 1970s, one of  the

earliest uses of  magnetic rubber as
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W
We’re starting the new year off  with a complete

makeover. TNT has a colorful new design with larger

type and lots more white space for improved readablity.

Let us know what you think of  the new look.

Our “Focus” article discusses magnetic rubber, an

inspection material that extends the capabilities of

traditional magnetic particle techniques when examining

parts with limited visual or physical access.

Text for “MT & MFL: The Two Magnetic Tests” has

been adapted from Magnetic Testing, the eighth volume in

the NDT Handbook third edition. This article includes a

brief  history of  magnetic testing and explains the

relationship of  flux leakage and magnetic particle

testing.

“Working Smarter” describes a simple but useful tool

that reduces the potential for contamination while

improving the consistency of  test results with PSM-5

TAM panels..

TNT staff  and volunteers wish all of  our readers a

productive and prosperous new year.

Hollis Humphries, TNT Editor

PO Box 28518, Columbus, Ohio 43228

(800) 222-2768 X206; fax (614) 274-6899

hhumphries@asnt.org

an inspection material occurred when the U.S. Air

Force used it to examine fuel transfer holes in wing

pivot fittings of  F-111 aircraft. The limited visual and

mechanical access of  fuel transfer holes offered a

classic opportunity for the application of  magnetic

rubber inspection. Magnetization was done through the

skin of  the aircraft using direct current (DC) magnetic

yokes. Damming of  the inspection area and injection of

the catalyzed magnetic rubber inspection material with

plastic tubing and syringes, as well as the retrieval of

the cured replicas were all accomplished though access

holes (Fig. 1). Discontinuities were cataloged and

retained as a means of  monitoring growth propagation

and necessary repairs. Magnetic rubber inspection of

fuel transfer holes is currently in use on F-111 aircraft

flown by the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF).

Chrome plated tubular landing gear components

provide other examples of  visually or mechanically

limited access areas. Figure 2 shows the inspection of  a

tubular component for internal flaws. The component

is magnetized externally using a coil or magnetic yoke.

Magnetic rubber solution is injected into the internal

cavity in sections of  approximately 180 degrees to

facilitate removal of  the cured replica and to preclude

any possibility of  vapor lock. A string or rope placed in

the cavity prior to the introduction of  the magnetic

rubber solution also aids in removal.

Magnetic rubber inspection is not confined to

aviation. The electric power generation industry has

implemented its use for steam inlet and turbine gear

and thread root inspections. These areas require remote

magnetization using magnetic coils and residual

magnetism, a parameter compatible with the magnetic

rubber technique. The inspection of  these sites also

relies on the ability to remove the inspection replica for

remote examination. Magnetic rubber inspection has

also been utilized by the U.S. Army to examine gas

pressure escape ports on gun barrels (Fig. 3a and b). 

Inspections Performed Using Low Levels of

Magnetism

Conditions in the areas being inspected often make it

necessary to adjust the magnetic field and cure time.

This is the case with magnetic rubber inspections

performed on piping welds in nuclear power generation

facilities. Radiation exposure shortens the amount of

time available for apparatus setup in the 2.54 cm (1 in.)

From the Editor
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space between the pipes. A

proprietary tool similar to a hinged

clamshell is configured to hold

small electromagnets and encase

liquid magnetic rubber solution.

The device snaps around the

circumference of  the pipe and,

after the appropriate hardener has

been added, the injection of  the

magnetic rubber solution into the

tool cavity is accomplished

remotely with a syringe apparatus.

Because the electromagnets are small

in size and magnetic output, the

cure cycle of  the magnetic rubber

solution is slowed appropriately to

allow proper migration time in the

limited magnetic field. The

electromagnets are then sequenced

on and off  in both horizontal and

longitudinal directions across the

weld zone from a remote

controller. Small pieces of  nickel

foil attached to the tool as

penetrameters ensure proper field

strength and show discontinuity

indications in varying directions on

the magnetic rubber inspection

replica (Fig. 4).

Inspection Through Coatings

Coatings such as paint, electroplate

and flame or plasma-sprayed metals

have always presented problems for

NDT inspectors. Penetrants are

unsuccessful unless the flaws in the

substrate have also broken the

surface of  the coating. Even then,

it is difficult to determine whether

a penetrant indication resulted
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Figure 1.  Magnetic rubber inspection of fuel transfer holes in F-111 wing pivot fitting:

(a) typical fuel transfer holes in lower plate and (b) magnetic rubber cast impressions,

(c) casting with crack indication in plate area of hole (magnified 5X) and (d) casting with

cracks

Web

Plate

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.  Magnetic rubber inspection of long tubular component: (a) inside

surface is inspected in sections, (b) replica of relief groove in piston section on

outside surface, and (c) replica of inside surface in same area revealing crack

penetration to interior.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.  Magnetic rubber casts of

gun barrel gas pressure escape

ports: (a) slight indications and

(b) pronounced indications parallel

to barrel axis.

(a)

(b)



from cracks in the coating or

cracks in the coating plus the

substrate. Production ultrasonic

techniques (delta scan, shear wave,

etc.) have been used successfully to

locate discontinuities in coated flat

surfaces. However, their ability to

detect small 2.5 mm (0.1 in) ¥

0.0025 mm (0.0001 in.) cracks in

bare or coated substrates is poor to

marginal.

Because most coatings are

nonmagnetic, it is possible to

utilize magnetic particle and

magnetic rubber techniques to

inspect ferromagnetic substrates

without coating removal. Because

field strength and cure time of  the

magnetic rubber solution can be

varied, the solution has a relatively

long period of  contact with the

inspection area surface; significant

because coatings diminish field

leakage to the surface and thereby,

the attraction of  dispersed particles

to the area of  discontinuity. This

occurs in both magnetic particle

and magnetic rubber inspections.

However, in the magnetic particle

technique, particles have a difficult

time accumulating against the flow

of  the solution and become

disturbed by run-off. As a result,

effective particle migration time is

short. In the magnetic rubber

technique, the ability to increase

duration of  magnetization and

4 · Vol. 8, No. 1

Figure 4.  Magnetic rubber casting of weld zone inspection shows variety of

discontinuity types. Penetrameters attached to show discontinuity indications in varying

directions are held in place with tape. 

Scratches

Porosities

Crater crack

Cluster porosity

Saw cut

Nickel foil penetrameter

0.08 mm (0.003 in.)

Table 1. Magnetic rubber formulations.

Viscosity Curing Sensitivity

50 Pa·s (500 cP) slow medium

10.5 Pa·s (105 cP) fast high, colored

10 Pa·s (100 cP) fast high

Table 2. Recommended magnetic field intensities and durations for magnetic rubber. Variations are required for
specific applications.

Tested Viscosity Field Intensity Magnetization Duration
Area Pa·s (cP) mT (G) in Each Direction (s)

Holes, uncoated 50 (500) 5 to 10 (50 to 100) 30

10.5 (105) 3 to 5 (30 to 50) 30

10 (100) 3 to 5 (30 to 50) 30

Holes, coated same as uncoated same as uncoated longer than uncoated; depending
on coating thickness

Surfaces, uncoated 50 (500) 15 (150) 60

50 (500) 10 (100) 180

50 (500) 5 (50) 600

10 (100) 10 (100) 30

10.5 (105) 5 (50) 60

10.5 (105) 3 (30) 120

Holes, coated same as uncoated same as uncoated longer than uncoated; depending
on coating thickness

FOCUS continued from page 3.



surface contact compensates for

reduced particle attraction.

Formulations

There are three formulations of

magnetic rubber inspection materials

(Table 1). Material sensitivity increases

as viscosity and curing cycle increase

with the lowest viscosity materials

providing most sensitivity. A medium

viscosity material has a yellow coloring

agent, providing the inspector a lighter

background to facilitate replica

examination. This formulation also

provides a very sensitive inspection.

Curing cycles for each formulation can

be adjusted to accommodate varying

inspection requirements (Table 2).

Conclusion 

Magnetic rubber inspection material

was developed to extend the

capabilities of  the magnetic particle

method of  NDT inspection into areas

with limited mechanical and visual

accessibility. Due to the ingenuity of

NDT inspectors over the years,

magnetic rubber inspection material

has evolved into a magnetic particle

technique that solves a myriad of

seemingly insurmountable NDT

inspection requirements.
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M
Magnetic testing is part of  the widely used

family of  electromagnetic nondestructive

testing. The theory and practice of

electromagnetic techniques are discussed in

the Nondestructive Testing Handbook.1,2 When

used with other methods, magnetic tests

can provide a quick and relatively

inexpensive assessment of  the integrity of

ferromagnetic materials.

Relationship of MT and MFL

In industry and in the literature of  NDT,

the term flux leakage testing (MFL) is usually

reserved for magnetic tests that do not use

particles. However, some readers may be

surprised to learn that magnetic particle testing

(MT) is actually a technique of  flux leakage

testing, the difference being that the

particles are the indicating means. Because

of  the prevalence of  tests specifically using

particles, MT is usually treated as a separate

method by industry and in the literature.

The term flux leakage testing is then meant

to exclude tests with particles. There are

four steps in both MT and MFL. Magnetize

the test object so that discontinuities perturb

the flux. Scan the surface of  the test object

with a magnetic flux sensitive detector.

Process the raw data from these detectors in

a manner that best accentuates discontinuity

signals. Present the test results clearly for

interpretation.

Why MT Is Popular

MT is one of  the oldest and one of  the

most widely used methods of

nondestructive testing. In terms of  physical principles, magnetic

techniques are electromagnetic techniques, like eddy current testing,

except that the test object is magnetized. Eddy currents are

temporary flux fields that do not magnetize nonferrous objects. Eddy

current testing works well on aluminum, which is nonferrous. In

contrast, the magnetic tests work only on ferromagnetic materials,

which hold magnetic charges. Iron and most steels are

ferromagnetic.

In training programs and literature, MT is sometimes paired with

another surface method, liquid penetrant testing (PT). The same

ASNT committee in 2008 covers both MT and PT. Both these

major methods provide visible indications of  surface

discontinuities. Neither requires as much training or equipment as

the volumetric methods, ultrasonic or radiographic testing.

ASNT Method Categories

MT and MFL are both listed as methods in the latest edition of

SNT-TC-1A.3 However, because of  demand, ASNT’s national

organization administers Level III examinations on MT but not on

MFL. But MFL is covered in the electromagnetic testing

examination (Fig. 1).

Books on MT

A perusal of  early patents and trade journals of  the steel industry

— and early here means before 1930 — shows that the term

magnetic testing was loosely used to describe a variety of

electromagnetic test equipment, including eddy current instruments,

magnetic flux leakage devices and funny looking permeance testers

that resembled treadle driven sewing machines. Some of  these

devices would later be replaced by hand held instruments no more

imposing than a scouting compass.

In the twentieth century, Magnaflux Corporation dominated MT

so completely that the method was widely known as magnafluxing. In

1938, F.B. Doane, published a comprehensive treatment of  the

subject: Principles of  Magnaflux.

That book was followed in 1959 by the first edition of  ASNT’s

Nondestructive Testing Handbook. That edition had three sections on

MT and, immediately following them, two on MFL.

MT & MFL: The Two Magnetic Tests by David G. Moore*

INSIGHT

6 · Vol. 8, No. 1
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That handbook was followed in 1967 by Principles of  Magnetic

Particle Testing by Carl Betz. That book updated the one by

F.B. Doane and is still valued for its lucid explanations of  a

technical subject. The method was on a firm scientific footing and

was widely accepted.

In 1989, ASNT published a massive work, the Nondestructive

Testing Handbook, second edition: Vol. 6, Magnetic Particle Testing.

Scores of  ASNT volunteers contributed to and reviewed the

volume. Without fanfare, fully a fourth of  the volume was

applicable to flux leakage testing.

In 2008, ASNT updated that magnetic volume. The third edition

volume, called simply Magnetic Testing,2 includes all the information

in the second edition — all that is still current, that is. The book is

primarily about MT. Yet as in the second edition, a hundred pages

— chapters on magnetism, magnetization, magnetic field

measurement and

demagnetization — all apply

equally well to MFL. Parts of

other chapters (on

fundamentals, applications

and the glossary) cover it, too.

Much of  the information

about documentation,

artificial discontinuities and

illumination is new.

References have been

updated throughout the

volume, especially significant

where published standards are

concerned.

Closing

The future for magnetic

testing in the twenty-first

century is bright. Its straightforward applications and results will

help the world to maintain structural welds in infrastructure. And

new construction and manufacturing in every industry will have the

reliability of  its ferromagnetic materials checked by magnetic tests.
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Figure 1.  Coverage of electromagnetic test

techniques in the NDT Handbook, third

edition.

Electromagnetic Testing

(Volume 5, 2004)

Magnetic Testing

(Volume 8, 2008)

Microwave (radar)

Remote field

ASNT NDT Level III tests

2008

Under consideration

Alternating current

field measurement

Eddy current

Magnetic flux leakage

Magnetic particle
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Magnetic Testing

eddy current: Electrical current induced in a
conductor by a time varying magnetic field.

electromagnet: Ferromagnetic core
surrounded by a coil of  wire that
temporarily becomes a magnet when an
electric current flows through the wire.

ferromagnetic material: Material such as
iron, nickel or cobalt whose relative
permeability is considerably greater than
unity, depends on the magnetizing force
and often exhibits hysteresis. Materials that
are most strongly affected by magnetism
are called ferromagnetic. 

flux: Convenient concept for visualizing the
vector field of  magnetic induction that
comprises a magnetic field. Flux lines form
closed loops that do not cross. Magnetic
flux is governed by the density of  flux
lines. The number of  flux lines is expressed
in weber (Wb), where 1 Wb = 108 maxwell
(Mx). The density of  flux lines is expressed
in tesla (T), where 1 T = 104 gauss (G).

magnetic flux leakage testing:
Nondestructive test technique where
induced magnetism in a ferromagnetic
sample forms localized poles at surface.
Near surface discontinuities are indicated
by a signal in an induction coil or hall
element; if  they are indicated by magnetic
particles, the technique is called magnetic
particle testing. 

magnetic particle testing: Nondestructive
test technique where induced magnetism in
a ferromagnetic sample forms localized
poles at surface and near-surface
discontinuities indicated by a finely divided
iron based powder.

magnetic rubber: Replica casting medium
containing magnetic particles, which when
cured and removed from a properly
magnetized recess, provides permanent
mold with visible indications..

viscosity: Measure of  the resistance of  liquid
to deform under shear stress.

Entries adapted from the Nondestructive Testing
Handbook, third edition: Vol. 8, Magnetic Testing.
Columbus, OH: American Society for
Nondestructive Testing (2008).

NDT GLOSSARY
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Penetrant system monitoring or PSM-5 TAM (testing and

monitoring) panels that are used to establish system baseline

and system performance checks in a fluorescent penetrant

system shall always be placed in a near upright position

during processing, with the largest starburst “E” at the top

position. They shall not lie flat. The placement of  TAM

panels in this near upright position enables excess surface

penetrant to flow down or drain off  from the TAM panels

during the specified dwell and drain time.

We fabricated a steel holder to hold TAM panels in place

so that they stand at a 70 deg angle during processing. This

angle is fixed for all steel holders used in our facility. A

simple and effective design, the steel holder offer these

advantages. Elimination of  false indications on TAM panels

caused by contaminated gloves and improper handling

during processing stages. Inspectors no longer need to

handle or hold the TAM panels directly. Instead, they grasp

the handles of  the

steel holders when

moving the TAM

panels from one

station to another.

Results obtained

are repeatable

since the holder

eliminates

variations in

positioning of

TAM panels by

different

inspectors. Placing

TAM panels in a

“near upright

position” reduces

the drag-out of

penetrant from the

dip tank and

allows most of  the excess surface penetrant to drain

back into the tank during the specified dwell and

drain time. Resulting background fluorescence is

more consistent, especially when using water-

washable penetrants.

Charlie Toh Tiong Heng

Eagle Services Asia 

NDT Specialist

Singapore  

Holder eliminates potential for contamination by

gloves or improper handling.

Fixed angle of holder allows consistent results at

each stage of processing.

WORKING SMARTER

Holder for PSM-5 TAM Panel

Steel holder for penetrant system

monitor (PSM-5) TAM panel.
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B
Being part of  the team providing production and in-service

support for Boeing’s manufacturing plant in Seattle and for the

company’s AOG — Airplane on Ground group as well, is

work that takes a firm commitment to the practice of

nondestructive testing.

Q: How did you get started in NDT?

A: Well, I just kind of  stumbled into it really. There was

a job posting at the foundry where I worked.

Foundry work was pretty dirty and the posting for

an NDT inspector sounded like a good job. I

applied and got the job doing dye penetrant and

mag particle inspections. 

Q: How did you go from no NDT training to conducting NDT

for Boeing’s Airplane on Ground (AOG) group?

A: I started from the ground up. I got a Level II in dye

penetrant and mag particle working on big turbine

castings. From there, I moved into ultrasonics in a

composite factory. Then I moved into NDT

inspection at Boeing and got Level II in ultrasonic

and then Level II in phased array, eddy current and

radiography. My training has been through my

employers, either in-house or different schools.

Q: Tell us about the work your NDI group conducts for

manufacturing and AOG.

A: We work out of  a lab basically, but in a factory

environment where aircraft are being built. All of

the individual parts have already been inspected

prior to assembly. We’re there to inspect any damage

that may occur during assembly. If  a part gets

nicked, dinged or scratched, we inspect it. When the

engineers need us, we go out with the necessary

equipment — ultrasonic, eddy current — whatever’s

been specified. If  a panel gets damaged, we make

sure there are no delams [delaminations] and that

the repair has bonded. We check skin or material

thicknesses. Once a damaged part gets cleaned up,

we can tell the engineers how much, if  any, material

has been taken off. Then they can decide if  they

want to replace the part. We do the biopsy and let

them know the results, good, bad or indifferent. 

We’re also on site to support the AOG at all

times. When the AOG starts, we fly with the crew.

They usually take just one of  us but sometimes two

techs are needed. We flew to Europe on my first

AOG job. An aircraft had gone off  the runway and

we were called out to do a survey. We used eddy

current to see where the damage was and how far it

extended into the aircraft and around the skin. We

often do NDT on aircraft damaged by fire. Again,

they want to know how far the damage extends into

the aircraft; what needs to be replaced?

Q: The AOG group is on call around the clock every day of  the

year. Is it difficult to travel with such short notice? 

A: Actually, I kind of  like it. We’re ready to go, anytime,

anywhere. I’ve done NDT on planes all over the

world, Bolivia in South America, the Ivory Coast in

Africa. We stayed at the job site in a tent that time.

I’ve been to Brunei — many beautiful countries.

Lyle W. Erwin

PRACTITIONER PROFILE
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you’ve got several different
UT machines, know how
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Q: Many new aircraft are now being made of  composites. How

does that affect your work?

A: Phased array ultrasonic is huge. It’s keeping me busy

on new aircraft like the 787. If  you want to sell

yourself  as having all the NDT skills, learn phased

array. There’s a lot of  information involved and it

does takes a little while to get up and running but,

once you understand the basics, the technology is

not really difficult. It gives you a top down C-scan

view of  whatever is being inspected. Attached to

each little pixel of  the C-scan is an A-scan. You can

pretty much work your way around and look at an

A-scan display on any section of  the part to see

what’s going on inside. You can’t tell what kind of

damage has been done to composites until you

inspect them. What looks like a little pinhole could

be basically blown out — delammed on the back.

Phased array equipment is getting really good. It

does a lot of  the figuring for you. You do have to

set it up and make sure everything is running

correctly and that you’ve coupled to the part

correctly.

Q: What’s the worst part of  your job?

A: Waiting. Sometimes there’s a lag before the next job

comes in.

Q: What’s the best part?

A: NDT personnel in a production environment see

the same part, day in and day out. In this group, we

get to see all kinds of  parts and we use a lot of

different NDT methods. It’s a great job. I’m a kid in

a candy store.

Q: Any advice for someone considering an NDT career?

A: Don’t get stuck in a rut using just one piece of

equipment. Know how to use everything. I like to

try things out — mash buttons. If  you’ve got several

different UT machines, know how to use them all.

Most things operate similarly but each piece of

equipment is a little different. If  you know how that

piece of  equipment works and you’re caught in a

bind, you won’t be afraid of  it. You can make it do

what you need it to do.

You can e-mail Lyle at elwendiguy@msn.com.  
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Q: I’m new to this. What methods are

now included in SNT-TC-1A? I got a

few from write-ups for SNT-TC-1A

in ShopASNT, but I need a full

listing. N.F., Garland, TX.

A: The 2006 edition of  Recommended

Practice No. SNT-TC-1A covers the

following methods: acoustic emission

testing, electromagnetic testing, laser

testing, leak testing, liquid penetrant

testing, magnetic flux leakage testing,

magnetic particle testing, neutron

radiographic testing, radiographic

testing, thermal/infrared testing,

ultrasonic testing, vibration analysis

and visual testing.

CORRECTION: F.N. of  Morristown, N.J. pointed out an error in the

October 2008 “Inbox.” In response to the question regarding equivalent eye

exams, TNT stated that Canadian NDT certification standard CAN/CGSB

48.9712:2006 required near visual acuity of  Jaeger J-1. Our reader noted that

the CGSB standard requires Jaeger J-2, not Jaeger J-1. A subsequent check of

CGSB eligibility requirements at

http://ndt.nrcan.gc.ca/eligibility_requirements_e.htm, found that he was

correct. The near vision requirement for all NDT Levels is Times Roman N4.5,

(Jaeger J-2). We apologize for the error. Thanks to our reader for bringing it to

our attention.

E-mail, fax or phone questions for “Inbox” to the Editor: hhumphries@asnt.org,

fax (614) 274-6899, phone (800) 222-2768 X206.  
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